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IMAGINE
Imagine a perfect world full of harmony and abundance. The kind of world most of us have
dreamed of all our lives. This world is possible and we are creating it for ourselves – not
somewhere in the distant future, but now, in our own lifetime.

PREAMBULE
The socio-economic structure of our country and our world has failed us dramatically. The
freedom that our forefathers strived for is in danger of being lost forever. Our global
socio-economic system is broken – It cannot be fixed. We are creating a NEW SYSTEM –
without any violence, opposition or conflict. A new system of prosperity and abundance for all –
that will make the existing system obsolete.

We can no longer sit idly by, watching the destruction of our towns, our countries, our world, and
human potential, by greedy corporations, supported by governments with no remorse for its
actions, or accountability to the people they are supposed to serve.

We can no longer sit silently, hoping that someone will do something to stop this assault on our
liberties and future prosperity.

It has fallen on the shoulders of the common people to unite and create a new way, a new
system and a beautiful life for ourselves and our children.

The Ubuntu movement has a simple plan to turn our small towns into places of abundance and
prosperity for all the people. A system in which there are no hurdles to progress or restrictions
on personal growth of the people.

Communities that will support and promote unbridled creative expression in all areas of our lives
– arts, culture, science, technology, healthcare, environment, architecture, agriculture, and all
other areas of human activity.

But in order to create such harmonious communities, we, the people, must lead a Revolution of
Consciousness, without the need for any violence, opposition or conflict – by simply creating a
new alternative – a new system – a new way of doing things – because the old way simply does
not work for us anymore.

We are creating a new system in which we turn competition into collaboration. A new society in
which we all benefit from our collective efforts and individual talents. We will no longer be the
slaves that enrich the corporations and a few powerful individuals.



OUR INSPIRATION
“Ubuntu” is an African expression of ancient wisdom, which is echoed by all ancient civilizations.
It simply means “unity within community” where everyone contributes their natural talents or
skills for the greater benefit of all.

The Native American Cherokee have a similar philosophy that says; “if it’s not good for
everyone, it’s no good at all”. This philosophy is one of the founding principles of our
proposed system, which we call Contributionism.

Since 2005, our philosophy has evolved through many phases. We have learnt a great deal
from many activities, in many countries. Our journey through trial and error has led us to the
plan we call:
ONE SMALL TOWN – Can Change The World.
ONE SMALL TOWN – Will Change The World.

This simple plan provides a blueprint for a new social structure, which delivers freedom from
financial slavery to the whole town and everyone who participates.

Ubuntu Planet, is a humanitarian initiative, registered as a non-profit company focused on
creating the first One Small Town, to lead by example, and serve as a model for all other towns
anywhere in the world. The objectives are very simple and very achievable – but it will require
us to WORK TOGETHER – UNITED.

Our objectives:
• Unite the people in a simple vision and objective
• Make our town as Investor Friendly as possible
• Where possible, provide our town with our own supply of electricity, which will support all our
activities and liberate the town from reliance on the electricity grid.
• Rejuvenate our town with diverse industry and innovation that will provide work for everyone –
not just the chosen few.
• Support our inventors and scientists to create new technologies on every level which will
include an alternative energy supply that is eco-friendly and provides electricity at no cost to the
community.
• Support our farmers to grow an abundance of organic food and banish GMO companies like
Monsanto that are destroying our seeds and food security.
• Support our healers to develop new methods and technologies that truly heal people, and
provide cures for most diseases, which many of us know is possible.
• Ensure the growth of traditional healing plants and prevent the pharmaceutical mafia from
eliminating these plants.
• Support our teachers to develop an alternative education system that teaches our children real
skills for life and opens their eyes to infinite possibilities.
• Support our Master Craftsmen to share their knowledge and skills with those who wish to
learn.
• Evolve into communities free from the economic stranglehold created by corporate greed and
the banking cartels.



REVOLUTION of Consciousness
This revolution of change happens not with guns or violence like our forefathers, but with the
perspective that change can happen within a community based on our combined efforts. We are
“Using the Tools of Enslavement as Tools of Liberation.” Existing laws and financial
structures will be used to create these communities of abundance.

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
Please watch the Implementation Crash Course VIDEO for clear outline of the simple
implementation plan for ONE SMALL TOWN.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a9uCyZcpt-k

PRIORITIES
The first priority for every small town is to create abundant water supply, agriculture and food
security. This may require indoor and permaculture farming in addition to livestock, dairy, bakery
and a diverse food production effort. Other industries will be created based on resources of the
town and products/services that are in demand.

EVOLUTION
The goal of Contributionism is to achieve freedom and abundance for all community members.
To do this, it is necessary to transition to a society with a primary focus on cooperation rather
than capitalist competition.

All needs and wants of the community will be provided through the shared efforts of labor to
create abundance. The goods and services created will be sold outside the community and to
non-contributing town members for a profit.

We recognize the need for money for interactions outside of the community, but within the
community there will, eventually, be no need or use for money, allowing for the transition to an
abundant moneyless community.

We trust that the financial distributions of profits to community members will create a higher
level of steady income than current employment, allowing the members to free themselves from
undesirable “jobs” and commit to more active participation in community projects of their choice.
Very soon, we will birth a community where we can create, build, grow, invent, invest, and
implement anything we desire because the obstacles to progress have been removed from our
society.

It all begins with ONE SMALL TOWN.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a9uCyZcpt-k


TECHNOLOGY
To help in achieving this abundance for all, the UBUNTU Planet NPC launched 5 major projects,
designed to work together and strengthen the Contributionism vision.

One Small Token
Our One Small Token, that we called the ‘’Mite’’, is a cryptocurrency token with the aim of
getting funds for the development of the Ubuntu blockchain, the Regenico NFT Marketplace and
most importantly getting the businesses of our signed towns up and running at full potential.

3 types of persons or institutions are foreseen to participates in the purchase of our token :
- PATRON : Supporter of the OST plan and accomplishment of Contributionism in the

world. Expect nothing back but the satisfaction to be part of the creation of a new world.
- INVESTOR : Holder of the OST token, ideally believe in the OST plan on a conscious

level. Will be able to purchase a NFT that represents a share in a business and will earn
a dividend while holding it.

- TRADER : Volatility players, traders are more capitalism oriented and therefore less
desired to participate in our project.

Ubuntu Blockchain
We will use the blockchain technology in the most effective way, to streamline all our projects,
labour and delivery.
The ’’Mite’’ will initially be created as a native token on the Cardano blockchain.
Eventually, to be as decentralized and independent as possible, it will migrate to its own
blockchain, the Ubuntu blockchain. We aim to take up the challenge of developing our own
dedicated protocol.
As the Ubuntu blockchain is developed, the ‘’Mite’’ will have more utility value.

Regenico NFT Marketplace
Investors will be able to purchase NFT with the ‘’Mite’’ through a dedicated marketplace, the
Regenico portal, where each collection represents a town and each NFT a share in a business
of the said town.
Holding NFT guarantee to the investor to receive dividend from the business benefits.
The marketplace will represent our planet Earth, which rotates to the town/collection, with a
zoom to the storefront, with videos and details of the provenance of the art (on the NFT) and the
community business the purchase will support.

OST token wallet
A wallet will be developed to allow investors to stake their ‘’Mite’’ to earn income, but also for
townspeople to time bank their 3 hours a week contribution in the form of a Labour of Love
token.

Smartcard
A smartcard will store all townspeople necessary information like skills and abilities, Labour Of
Love accumulated, business share or knowledge. Connected to the blockchain, anyone could
instantly prove his/her identity as contributing member. Even move to a different town and be
recognize as an OST member.



HOW DOES IT WORK ?
● The townspeople and external investors share ownership of high value businesses that

regenerate the very essence of the small town using a unique model that brings the best
products to the most people at the lowest costs.

● The opportunity for impact investors to share in the many well planned and ready businesses is
made by investing either fiat money or crypto currency via Regenico NFT marketplace to acquire
ownership of shares of businesses. External investors can own up to 1/3 of the active businesses
in each town. The townspeople through their weekly contribution of time will own the other 2/3
of these businesses.

● Each small town will have meticulously reviewed and executable business plans for existing
businesses and new businesses that strive to meet unmet needs with under utilized resources.
The townspeople commit to each giving three hours a week to the businesses that are deemed
the best fit for generating sustainable profits while adhering to the highest environmental, social
and governance standards.  These can be naturally ensured as the owners of the businesses are
the actual townspeople.

● Using the Regenico portal the investors' investment (Fiat or Mite) is converted to NFT and they
have the option to either allow One Small Town to invest into the business and services that are
needed to best generate returns on investments. Or the investor can also select the country, the
town and the business they wish to have their funds invested in.  The use of blockchain smart
contracts makes for the perfect peer to peer agreement. The liquidity and holding term of the
investors funds will be agreed upon by both parties. The investor can choose to look at either
having an open ended term for their engagement of funds within the town projects or have an
agree exit strategy for when they wish to have their Mites released back to them for either to
hold and exchange on the open crypto market or have the OST redeem the Mites to fiat currency
at agreed price.

● The investor can stake their Mites and direct the passive earned income to fund the OST town
and businesses with the same flexibility as a direct investment.  The income from the stake will
be in the form of Mites which are used by OST to fund the businesses.



The entire ecosystem of the One Small Town will operate on the Ubuntu blockchain.
o One Small Town ambassadors, directors, elders, advisory counsel will be allocated an agreed

upon number of Mites held in the treasury for a predetermined time line (see vesting in

Tokenomics).

o The consensus contribution model will require a blockchain application for secure voting,

ranking and approval of the businesses.

o The transparency of the blockchain will ensure accountability and effective time and resource

management of the many projects.

o The time bank of townspeople will be recorded and a certain number of Labour Of Love tokens

will be added to their own OST wallet.  These tokens will represent their value in the One Small

Town Project and not just the company they chose to work for.

o One Small Town will have many skilled craft persons,  trade persons, professionals, managers,

artists, designers etc. who will earn and have a blockchain identity that confirms their unique

skills. This identity travels with them if they change companies or go to another town.

o The best way to learn is by teaching others. Townspeople who share their skills and knowledge

by training or teaching others will earn valuable LOL tokens that will be added to their OST

wallet.

o The time and skills taught as a teacher or student will be recorded on the blockchain.

o The level of knowledge attained will be recorded on the blockchain and the individual will own

this part of their identity.  This will ensure that no one will be asked to perform work they are

not qualified for. Individuals can access all learning.

o All the products and services created in the town are fully accessible to the townspeople who

contribute their time. The blockchain will record in real time the products and services

popularity and demand. This will ensure timely tracking of resources to best serve the desires

and needs of the townspeople.

o Townspeople can spend their LOL tokens in the Regenico Marketplace on goods and services not

produced by the OST business such as a piece of art or clothing.  However, the tokens have a

demurrage element that erodes its purchasing power over a pre planned time period.  This helps

with the multiplier effect of the local economy and stops any hoarding of the tokens.

o Many other uses of tokens and the blockchain will arise and will require a robust platform,

especially for trading of goods and services with other One Small Towns or transparently

disclosing all the ESG measures that are demanded for any of the OST businesses to be

approved.



TOKENOMICS
One Small Token : The ‘’Mite’’

Symbol : OST Blockchain : Cardano ADA

Total supply : 333 666 999 OST

VESTING PERIOD :

Airdrop Locked for 3 months after listing, 50% on first
release, then 25% three months later and 25%
again six months later.

Private + ICO Locked for 9 months, 10% on each release for 10
months.

Public sale 10% first listing, then 10% a month for 9 months.

Team Locked for 18 months, 6% on first release, then
equal parts of 2% over a total of 47 months.

Advisors Locked for 9 months, 10% on each release for 10
months.

Development Locked for 12 months, 8% on first release, then
equal parts of 2% over a total of 46 months.

Marketing Locked for 3 months, 4% on first release, then
equal parts of 2% over a total of 48 months.

Ecosystem & partnerships Locked for 6 months, 4% on first release, then
equal parts of 2% over a total of 48 months.

Reserve Locked for 18 months, 6% on first release, then
equal parts of 2% over a total of 47 months.



ROADMAP

TEAM (authors of this white paper)

Michael Tellinger – Researcher - Scientist - Author - Activist - Humanitarian

Linkedin : https://www.linkedin.com/in/michael-tellinger-25565a106/

John A. Burns. – Senior Financial Planner

Linkedin : https://www.linkedin.com/in/johnaburns/

Victor Lardé – Coach in blockchain & cryptocurrency - Adventurer

Linkedin : https://www.linkedin.com/in/victorcryptocoaching/
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